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2 Challenge the future 

Dresher’s Guessing Game 

Alice thinks of a number between 1 and N 
 
Bob tries to repeatedly guess that number 
 
Alice tells him whether the guess is too high or  
too low or correct 
 
Bob pays Alice one dollar for each guess 
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Selmer Johnson: 
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Probability Distribution Alice 
N=11 
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First 11 values of the game 

N=2 to 11, observe that 
the numerator increases 

at N=11  
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Peter Winkler: 
Mathematical Puzzles 
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Ulam’s Guessing Game 

Alice thinks of a number between 1 and 100 
 
Bob tries to repeatedly guess that number 
 
Now Alice is allowed to lie once or twice 
 
Bob pays Alice one dollar for each guess 

The literature on this 
game is extensive 
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Randomize binary trees 

Select a fixed binary tree, say on 6 numbers; select a random subset, 
say {1,3,5,6,9,10}; guess the remaining numbers {2,4,7,8} later  
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Asymptotic value of the game 

Lemma 

If N goes to infinity, this is close to the value of 
the game if Alice plays uniformly 
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Asymptotic solution 

  Theorem:  
  If N goes to infinity, the value of Dresher’s 
guessing game is equal to the game in which Alice 
plays uniformly 
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Numerical solution of the game 

Problem for linear programming: large matrix 
 
Bob has many strategies, Alice has few strategies 
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Numerical solution of the game 

Problem for linear programming: large matrix 
 
Bob has many strategies, Alice has few strategies 
 
Computing the optimal search tree against a particular strategy 

of Alice is a standard dynamic programming problem 
 
Solution of the problem: do not store Bob’s strategies, 

construct the best by dynamic programming 
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Dynamic pivot part in the linear 
program 
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Approximation value game 
N=20 
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Approximation value game 
N=100 
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Runtime compared to N 
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Number of simplex iterations 
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Value of Game 
N=253 

 
 
 
3342819507234448752049668779569347604847528010229 
                                    
                                  divided by 
 
 474649422880958300359976770147691113271801061922 
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Probability Distribution Alice 
N=11 
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Probability Distribution Alice 
N=124 
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Probability Distribution Alice 
N=200 
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Probability Distribution Alice 
N=253 
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Thank you for you attention! 


